[Spatial organization of the electrical potentials of the brain in the rabbit during low-frequency electric stimulation of subcortical structures].
The influence of low-frequency (2-9 Hz) electric stimulation of some limbic system structures (mammillary bodies (MB), field CA1 of the dorsal hippocampus, subiculum), thalamus midline nuclei on spectral-correlative characteristics of potentials of the neocortex and some subcortical formations and elaboration of the defensive conditioned reflex (CR) was studied in 19 rabbits. Electric stimulation of all studied formations with the current of 0.1 mA and 2-4 Hz frequency contributed to the appearance of delta-rhythm in the neocortex, especially highly expressed when MB was stimulated at the beginning of CR elaboration. The appearance of delta-rhythm in the neocortex and other examined structures impeded CR elaboration; during MB stimulation with a frequency of 2-4 Hz, CR could not be elaborated. The most favourable conditions for maintaining the theta-rhythm and CR elaboration were established when each of the examined structures was stimulated with frequency of 7 Hz, but CR elaboration was not accelerated.